REALITY BRIDGE
A lightweight framework that adds
physical functionality, optical flexibility,
and positional awareness to consumer
video projectors

VIDEO PROJECTORS

DUMB UGLY PLASTIC BOXES

VIDEO PROJECTORS: HOW DID YOU CHOOSE AND USE
YOURS?
¡ The best resolution and output you could afford
¡ Hopefully one with enough light to work in your space
¡ Bring it home, try to mount it somewhere that wouldn’t be in the way; hope no one will notice the ugly plastic box in

your living room
¡ Leave it there until you realize that the image isn’t nearly as bright as in new projectors, and that your television has

much better resolution than your 5-year-old 720P projector
¡ Toss the monstrosity

… AND PROJECTOR MOUNTS
Commercial

DIY

Messy Compromise Solutions

CURRENT VIDEO PROJECTORS

¡ No standardized mounting system –Mounting is ugly, time-consuming, and inclines consumers to never again move

their projector, even if it means not using it.
¡ No choices in lenses for projectors costing <$5,000. Limited choices in even the most expensive units.
¡ Projectors are dumb. They don’t know where they are, what they’re projecting onto, and cannot be responsive to

things that everyone now assumes that even their phone can track
¡ Conventional projectors are really, really hard to implement in emerging opportunities that use light, imagery, real-

time SFX, and responsive architecture

THE REALITY BRIDGE VISION. TO MAKE PROJECTORS:

¡ Convenient. With a new approach to mounting and

moving projectors in the physical space.
¡ Smart. By adding sensors and positional awareness to

all projectors.
¡ Flexible. By enabling use of inexpensive additional

optics in front of the existing lens.

A QUICK GUIDE TO PROJECTOR MOUNTING
¡ Usually between one and four bolt-holes
¡ The bolt-holes are randomly strewn across the

base/top (depending on orientation)
¡ They usually require various metric screw sizes, from

M3 to M6, and occasionally ¼”-20
¡ Reality Bridge Matrix fits any projector; allowing use of

standard mounts for very non-standard projectors
= Bolt-hole Locations
= RB Support Rods

= RB Quick-Release

CONFIGURABLE: MOUNTING + MOVING

¡ Standardized quick-release mounts mean that

projectors can be used with a wide range of 3D party
mounts and motion-control devices
¡ The quick-release mechanism is on the projector-side

allowing for easy and inexpensive development and
manufacture of any sort of designer-created mount. All
they need do is form the shape of the end that attaches
to the projector in a specific shape; no technology is
required on their part.

CONFIGURABLE: OPTICS

¡ Consumer choices in projector optics are severely

limited.
¡ Unlike add-on optics for mobile photography, where

Moment has a number of competitors, for projection,
there is only one manufacturer of add-on lenses
(Navitar) and their products cost >$1k each.
¡ Due to lack of standards in projectors, a system like

ours, which allows for distance mounting of lenses, is
required. Hence, value is added to our system as a
whole.

CONFIGURABLE: INTELLIGENCE

¡ Integration of positional awareness accessories are a

core component of the long-term value of this system.
We have been developing and installing related systems
since 2015.
¡ This functionality enables unique functionality in

projected augmented reality for the home and
installations.
¡ At its simplest level, this system allows for correction of

keystoning, focus, etc, for conventional projection
needs, but its value lies in going well beyond that.

THE END-GAME: IMMERSIVE PLATFORM

¡ Our model is a multi-stage initiative to drive

enhancement/usability of consumer projection; and, in
the long term, increased usage of these devices for
immersive experience.
¡ The final software product will be a responsive gesture-

driven interface, specifically designed to empower
distribution of content built on the industry-leading
Unreal Engine.
¡ It will be run on an Android-based hardware

environment designed for optimal utilization of Unreal
Engine for immersive experiences in the home.

THIRD-PARTY MODULAR ECOSYSTEM: MOUNTS + MOTION
Residential –Standardized Quick Release
to any Wall or Ceiling Connector

Production and Installation –Standardized
Quick Release to Design or Production Tools

SHARING DATA
¡ The sensor system begins by tracking its own position,

as well as its environment, as SLAM data
¡ Its system is built for the home, as well as to speak

with the systems that are likely to be employed in
advanced use of its capabilities, sharing information
and control of the physical environment in which the
projector is placed:
¡

Unreal Engine

¡

Blacktrax, Ncam, Notch, etc

¡

BIM software and other tools of the physical environment

BACKGROUND
¡ Nathan Solomon and Karan Parikh have been collaborating in

development and installation of creative immersive/responsive
technology since 2015.
¡ Their work has been shown in locations including Artechouse and the

Strong Museum of Play. They have been licensed as Sony Playstation
VR developers, and executed diverse work in projected augmented
reality and VR.
¡ Karan is currently a co-founder at Green Rain Studios in Mumbai.

Green Rain is focused on building realtime applications atop Unreal
Engine for film-making, immersive experiences, and simulations.
¡ Nathan focuses on physical structures and optics, and is currently

engaged in several projector-related projects.
¡ Together, and with other collaborators, they recently patented a new

mechanical technology for large-scale responsive projection, and are
now developing prototypes.

THE STATE OF DEVELOPMENT

¡ Designing and printing multiple prototypes of

physical components
¡ Testing optics
¡ Coordinating to establish appropriate

manufacturing processes
¡ Building prototype functionality with Raspberry Pi

and RealSense. –This is not our release solution
¡ Developing software to integrate positional data

via Unreal Engine plug-ins.
¡ Developing specs for computer hardware

NEXT STEPS

¡ Bulk manufacture of components currently being

3D-printed (MJF)
¡ Move to Android platform, with final camera

hardware choice in place
¡ Develop Unreal Engine plug-in for open source

MediaPipe project, to optimize visual data
analysis
¡ Fine-tune and productize initial optics offering

